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Embedded Transportation Management in S/4HANA Cloud 

Introduction 

Intelligent ERP and standardization of business processes with S/4HANA Cloud has helped many 

organizations to handle their complex business challenges efficiently and gain significant margins over their 

investments (ROI).  

Access to intelligent technologies together with a modern digital core, helps to connect all the business 

data and automate key business functions. This will allow organizations to focus on their core business 

operations and create new opportunities to innovate, lead, and adapt to the market needs.  

It is well known that supply chain management is an integral part of most businesses and is essential for 

company’s success and customer satisfaction. An efficient transportation management keeps a company's 

whole supply chain run smoothly.  

Effective planning & execution of logistics can help to manage the inventory levels and the movement of 

stock in and out of a location quickly and efficiently. This improves productivity in managing inventory and 

reduces overall lead time and also saves money on storage. 

Embedded TM in S/4HANA Cloud 

In general, the functionality offered with SAP Transportation Management can be categorized into two key 

segments i.e. Basic Shipping and Supply Chain for Transportation Management (SC for TM). Basic 

Shipping includes basic transportation functionality, whereas SC for TM caters the advanced TM 

functionality to manage all inbound and outbound domestic and international freight in the same 

environment. The advanced TM supports multi-mode of transport (Land, Ocean, Air & Rail) and provides 

traceability and visibility of orders, shipments, items, and logistics processes. 

Basic Shipping functionality is included in the "Digital Core" licensing of S/4HANA Cloud which basically 

means that no additional licensing is required. However, SC for TM (advanced version) is a discrete 

licensed SAP product and require additional licensing to be implemented. 

The first cloud scenario on embedded transportation management (scope item 3EP), which is order-based 

transportation consolidation scenario was introduced with S/4HANA Cloud version 1811. This scope item 

supports transportation planning and execution for Sales-order-based transportation demand.   

For this scenario, the order demand is interpreted in terms of freight units, which is the smallest logical unit 

that can be transported. The order-based demand generated in S/4HANA Cloud is supported by 

decentralized transportation management system (TM system) for planning. The planning result is sent 

back to SAP S/4HANA Cloud from the decentral TM system as freight orders, which then trigger the creation 

of deliveries for execution based on the consolidation information. 
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Key Advantages of Embedded TM 

► Support your company's transportation planning and execution in SAP S/4HANA Cloud with order-

based transportation consolidation (integrating with a decentralized transportation management 

system). 

► Enhanced user experience leveraging S/4HANA "look and feel" and Fiori UI 

► Real-time embedded analytics 

► Reduce freight costs with early transportation planning capabilities based on freight orders 

► Fewer delivery changes during logistics execution with late delivery creation based on 

transportation plan and close to warehouse activities and goods issue 

Process Flow 

The following figure shows an overview of the business process and is followed by key features and an 

explanation of the transaction flow.  

S4HC Embedded TM – Flow Chart
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Key Features 

Functionality Description 

Freight agreement management Freight Agreements are used to maintain carrier rates and calculate 

transportation charges of a carrier. As part of the configuration setup, 

the freight agreements are linked to calculation sheets, rate tables, 

and scales which allows to efficiently manage long-term contracts 

with carriers. 
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Functionality Description 

Freight units FU’s are logical transportable units of order demand. They are 

automatically created in S4HC, when a sales order is saved. You can 

define ‘Transportation-Relevance’ of sales documents using the 

SSCUI 102646.  

Further, you can also define the default settings for freight unit 

building. With these settings, you can influence how the system 

builds freight units. You can specify the freight unit building strategy 

and the units of measure for creating freight units. Additionally, you 

can define the critical quantity and split quantity for splitting freight 

units. 

Monitoring of freight units You can display and check the freight units that have been created 

during sales order creation. 

Transfer of FUs to a decentral 

TM system 

You can use this feature to transfer the freight units that have been 

created from sales orders to a decentral TM system. 

Receipt of freight orders from a 

decentral TM system 

You can use this feature to receive the freight orders that have been 

created based on the transferred freight units from the decentral TM 

system. 

Monitoring of freight orders You can display and check the freight orders that have been received 

from the decentral TM system. 

Charge calculation When receiving the freight orders, charge calculation is triggered 

automatically. In addition, you can calculate the transportation 

charges for a freight order manually. They are the basis for cost 

distribution. 

Creation of deliveries based on 

freight orders 

You can trigger delivery creation by the system based on the 

received freight orders. 
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Functionality Description 

Cost distribution You can bill the freight cost to your customer at the level of each 

delivery item. You can break down the aggregated freight cost of the 

freight order to the level of a delivery item. 

Transaction Flow 

► Create freight units from sales orders 

When you save a sales order during the creation process, freight units are created automatically. The 

system considers the settings that you have made for the integration of sales orders and for freight unit 

building. 

► Monitor the freight units 

You can display a freight unit using the Freight Units app on the launchpad. You can select filter criteria 

and choose one of the freight units from the list. Then the detail view of the selected freight unit is displayed. 

► Transfer the freight units to a decentral TM system 

The freight units are transferred automatically by the system to a decentral TM system.  

► Perform transportation planning in a decentral TM system 

In the decentral TM system, freight orders are created based on the transferred freight units. 

► Transfer the freight orders to TM in SAP S/4HANA Cloud 

The freight orders that have been created in the decentral TM system are transferred to TM in SAP 

S/4HANA Cloud. Thereby the freight units are assigned to the freight orders in SAP S/4HANA Cloud. TM 

automatically calculates transportation charges for the freight orders during the transfer from the decentral 

TM system. 

► Monitor the freight orders and calculate charges 

You can display a freight order using the Freight Orders app on the launchpad. You can select filter criteria 

and choose one of the freight orders from the list. Then the detail view of the selected freight order is 

displayed. In the detail view of the freight order you can calculate charges manually for the freight order. In 

addition, you can create deliveries manually based on selected freight orders using this app. 

► Create deliveries based on the freight orders 
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You can trigger the creation of deliveries by the system based on freight orders using the Create Deliveries 

- From Freight Orders app on the launchpad. In a batch job the system creates delivery proposals using 

the information of the related freight units.  

During delivery creation, the freight units are reassigned from the sales orders to the deliveries. To keep 

the freight unit data up to date for future planning changes, this changed data is sent as a freight unit update 

to the decentral TM system together with further delivery-related information. When the freight order is 

updated with the delivery, you can see the freight cost broken down at the level of each delivery item. 

► Create billing documents 

You can create billing documents in S4HC to include the freight cost distributed at the delivery item level. 

When a billing document is created, the system takes the freight cost from the distributed costs in the freight 

order and uses these costs to bill for deliveries. 

1908 Release Highlights 

► Mandatory Transportation Charges - This feature enables you to make specific charge lines mandatory 

for successful charge calculation. If the system cannot calculate the charges for a mandatory charge 

line, the charge calculation fails. 

► Usability Enhancements for Freight Agreements - With this feature, you can more easily find and access 

information the system needs to calculate transportation charges with valid freight agreements. 

► Terms of Payment - With this feature, you can specify terms of payment in a freight agreement as the 

conditions for the timely payment of an invoice. The terms of payment enable the system to calculate 

the invoice due date and a cash discount for payment of the invoice within a certain period. The terms 

of payment also appear in the freight order. 

► Authorization to Edit Released Freight Agreements - With this feature, you can restrict the editing of 

released freight agreements only to super users if you set up authorizations using authorization object 

T_AGR_FRS. This restriction helps to avoid inconsistencies for freight orders using the released freight 

agreements. Note that all users can copy a released freight agreement. Then the new copy of the 

released freight agreement has the status In Process and can be edited by all users. 

► Changes in Freight Orders - With this feature you can display additional fields in the Freight Orders app 

and use a new search option for freight agreements in this app. 

 

 


